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Disclaimer

This presentation contains information prepared by Envisage GmbH ("Envisage") and is not a direct solicitation
by Envisage in any way, form or manner. This information may not be copied, altered, offered, sold or otherwise
distributed to any other person by any recipient without the prior written consent of Envisage.
Envisage GmbH. is not a tax advisor, nor does Envisage hold itself out to be such. This presentation contains
certain estimates and numerical examples. These estimates and numerical examples are intended to be
illustrative only and not meant to be taken as formal advice in any way.
Although all reasonable effort has been made to ensure facts and estimates stated within this presentation are
accurate and opinions contained are fair and reasonable, this information is of necessity brief and selective in
nature. The material is intended to provide an introduction only. None of the information contained in this
presentation constitutes or is intended to constitute legal, financial, investment, tax, accounting or any other
advice. Neither Envisage nor any of its directors or employees and advisors, nor any other person shall have
any liability for its accuracy, inaccuracy or liability, loss, damage or harm, however arising, directly or indirectly
from the use of information contained within this presentation. Envisage does not recommend or guarantee that
information contained within this presentation should be used as a guideline, template or to replace independent
investment, legal, tax, accounting, financial or any other professional advice. Furthermore, no comments,
statements or assertions contained in this presentation are intended to be used for or as investment, tax or legal
advice, for the purpose of avoiding any penalties imposed under any countries tax or legal code.
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The Swiss three Pillar model - an overview
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An overview of the issue
The Problem
U.S. citizens living and working in Switzerland are severely disadvantaged with regard to pension planning

Swiss tax law
Pillar 1 (AHV) and Pillar 2 (BVG)
 Employer contributions are not taxable and do not form part of gross salary
 Employee contributions to both the AHV and BVG are fully tax deductible
Pillar 3 (Säule 3a)
 Employee contribution to Säule 3a tax deductible up to 6,700 CHF p.a.
United States tax law
Pillar 1 (AHV)
 Employer contributions are (ordinary) taxable income and are added to gross salary
 Employee contributions not tax deductible and are added to gross salary
 Switzerland issues a "Certificate of Coverage" for an exemption from U.S. social security taxes
Pillar 2 (BVG)
 Employer contributions are (ordinary) taxable income and are added to gross salary
 Employee contributions not tax deductible and are added to gross salary
Pillar 3 (Säule 3a)
 Employee contributions not tax deductible and are added to gross salary
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US Tax treatment and results of each pillar
US Tax Treatment





Pillar 1 (AHV)

Government pension plan
Status uncertain
Most likely considered social security
But possibly ordinary foreign financial
account (conservative)

Result
 Income and capital gains (theoretically) taxable
 In practice, on retirement the pension payments are
treated as taxable income

 Considered an ordinary foreign
financial account (conservative)
 No employer or employee
contribution allowances/deductions

 Income and capital gains (theoretically) taxable
 In practice:
 Annuitisation: pension payments are treated as taxable
income
 Lump-sum payout : Lump sum treated as ordinary income
for the year and taxed at the full marginal rate;
 subject to;
 amount of accumulated basis in the BVG

 Considered an ordinary foreign
financial account (no doubts)
 No employer or employee
contribution allowances/deductions

 Income and capital gains taxable
 Considered an ordinary investment account
 No tax advantages whatsever
 Real and potential disadvantages
 Various problems possible; PFICs, basis, interest tax
charge, etc.
 Ie., Not a good idea

Pillar 2 (BVG)

Pillar 3 (Säule 3a, 3b)
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The traditional U.S. 401(k) plan

Type of Plan
Qualified Plan:
Defined
Contribution

Last Date for Contribution
Elective deferral: Due date of
employer's return.
Employer contribution:
Money Purchase or
ProfitSharing: Due date of
employer's return.

Maximum Contribution
Employee contribution: Elective
deferral up to $17,500, $23,000 if
age 50 or over.

Maximum Deduction
25% of all participants
compensation, plus
amount of elective
deferrals made.

Employer contribution:
Money Purchase: Smaller of
$51,000 or 100% of participants
compensation.
ProfitSharing: Smaller of $51,000
or 100% of participant's
compensation.

 Quite generous
 Unfortunately Switzerland does not recognise the 401(k) plan
 So no deductible contributions possible
 And it's even (theoretically) subject to Swiss income and wealth tax
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Numerical example of first and second Pillar – AHV and BVG
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Worst case scenario – tax payable, vs.
Tax payable on just the Pillar 2
In Total

Just the BVG
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Assuming a "typical" 5% Employee : 10% Employer contribution
In Total

Just the BVG
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Pillar 2 (BVG) example: Assuming no contributions were ever declared or taxed
Scenario 1: Lump sum payout
 2 Million CHF lump-sum payout
 Taxed at 13.8% by Canton Zürich
 276,000 payable to Swiss authorities
 Taxed at 39.6% by IRS
 792,000 CHF payable to the IRS
 Less: 276,000 to the Swiss
 516,000 CHF owed to IRS
Scenario 2: Annuitisation
 2 Million CHF converted at 5.1%
 102,000 CHF p.a. lifetime annual annuity (paid monthly)
 Taxed as ordinary income.
 Result: Depends on personal retirement situation
Taxed at US marginal rate in retirement
(Less any taxes paid to Switzerland)
 However, annuitisation may be treated as taxable event;
 In which case  792,000 CHF owed to IRS
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Situation and Practice
The Situation
 Before 2010, mostly no-one aware of the problem (or ignored)
 Yes, some advisors were saying "Foreign pension plans are not “US qualified” plans"
 therefore all contributions taxable
 Issue mostly ignored however

 Result: Many US Persons overseas have accumulated large tax liability
 On what was thought to be low tax pension money
 Special circumstances - sometimes there are treaty positions to be taken
 individual situations to be considered
 In many (most) cases however, no "Basis" was ever accumulated
 Pension "Pot" is therefore fully taxable under US rules on payout
What Changed?
 FATCA (The Foreign Tax Compliance Act) in 2010
 Automatic Information Exchange, transparency, disclosure, Reporting in ALL things
financial
 Environment has CHANGED
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What to do?
The conservative approach
1. First and foremost - Seek competent tax advice
 Make sure all pension plan contributions; Pillar 1, Pillar 2 and Pillar 3 are on the tax return
This builds "Basis" in the pension plan
 “Basis" means the capital you originally paid in - this should NOT be taxable on payout
 Make sure your CPA understands how everything is treated under US tax law
 Growth (income and capital gains) is taxable
 Make sure pension plans are included on the FBAR (FinCen form 114)
2. Set up alternative pension plan(s)
 Make sure alternative plan is tax deferred under US tax law
i.e., whatever is paid in (after tax money) accumulates tax free until payout
 Ensure it is safe
Security is paramount
 Combine with estate planning
 Consider Swiss tax rules (Wealth tax, taxation on income, etc.)
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Example: The Malta trust retirement planning solution

Malta Trust

Defined
Contribution
plan

What is it?
 Maltese Trust with underlying defined contribution pension plan
 Involves:
 Set up as Malta trust under Maltese tax law
 Qualifies as QROPS under UK tax law
 Tax deferral under US tax law
 Swiss residence of plan owner - consequences & treatment
 Four jurisdictions involved
Advantages
 Tax deferral
 Investment flexibility - no PFIC problems

Plan Assets

$$$
Bank &
Asset Manager
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Known potential issues
 Uncertainty – Four jurisdictions involved
 30% of value can be paid out tax free under Malta / US tax treaty
 And the rest?
 Surrender and early withdrawal charges & tax implications
 Annuitisation rules uncertain
 Must be resident outside the USA
 Tax treatment in jurisdiction of residence (Switzerland, Asia, etc.)
 Assets located in Malta
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One good solution - ONE Trust
ONE Trust is a Nevis Trust holding a
U.S. tax compliant Variable Life
Insurance Policy (DVA or VUL)

One Trust
$$$

Nevis Trust

How it works
 Nevis Trust (Revocable or Irrevocable)
 Holding a US compliant Variable Universal Life Policy
(Deferred Variable Annuity, Variable Universal Life)
 Liechtenstein Insurance Company
 Swiss Custodian Bank
 Swiss Asset Manager (SEC registered) - your choice of
investment strategy
 Tax deferral: returns accumulate tax free
 Probably subject to Swiss wealth and income tax exemption being applied for
 Lump sum payout remains within the trust
 Annuitisation – payments paid out by the trust
 Assets owned by the trust – can be adapted for estate
planning purposes

Variable Universal Life Policy

Investment Account

$$$

$$$
 In the event of death of insured
 Death benefit paid into the Trust
 Trust pays to beneficiaries
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Tax Planning, Estate Planning, etc. benefits of the Trust

 The Nevis Trust can be multi-purposed
 It is set up to be flexible
 Effective and cost-effective planning tool
 Can pack other assets into the trust
 US tax compliant
 Recognised planning strategy under US tax law
 Estate planning tool  beneficiaries of trust

Nevis Trust

Investment Accounts

VUL Policy

Bank accounts

Real Estate
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Private and closely
held companies






Tax savings
Investment flexibility
Asset protection
Estate and succession planning

Gold and
Precious metals
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Disclaimer

This presentation contains information prepared by Envisage GmbH ("Envisage") and is not a direct solicitation
by Envisage in any way, form or manner. This information may not be copied, altered, offered, sold or otherwise
distributed to any other person by any recipient without the prior written consent of Envisage.
Envisage GmbH. is not a tax advisor, nor does Envisage hold itself out to be such. This presentation contains
certain estimates and numerical examples. These estimates and numerical examples are intended to be
illustrative only and not meant to be taken as formal advice in any way.
Although all reasonable effort has been made to ensure facts and estimates stated within this presentation are
accurate and opinions contained are fair and reasonable, this information is of necessity brief and selective in
nature. The material is intended to provide an introduction only. None of the information contained in this
presentation constitutes or is intended to constitute legal, financial, investment, tax, accounting or any other
advice. Neither Envisage nor any of its directors or employees and advisors, nor any other person shall have
any liability for its accuracy, inaccuracy or liability, loss, damage or harm, however arising, directly or indirectly
from the use of information contained within this presentation. Envisage does not recommend or guarantee that
information contained within this presentation should be used as a guideline, template or to replace independent
investment, legal, tax, accounting, financial or any other professional advice. Furthermore, no comments,
statements or assertions contained in this presentation are intended to be used for or as investment, tax or legal
advice, for the purpose of avoiding any penalties imposed under any countries tax or legal code.
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